World Peace

ND

16mm, b/w, sof, "A" Wind, 367' from first picture frame to last picture frame. No head or tail sync marks.
Source: USIA
Producer: Vision Associates

This film reviews JFK's commencement address at American University in Washington on June 10, 1963.
(Public Papers, Item No. 232)

0'- First picture frame.
7'- Title sequence.
23'- Shots of various university campuses, instructors, and students. (JFK VO)
55'- Shots of JFK addressing university students at American University.
80'- Shots of various peoples of the world. (JFK VO)
98'- JFK's address.
142'- Shots of various aspects of university life, UN, Einstein, Adlai Stevenson, and UN troops. (JFK VO)
156'- JFK's address.
174'- Shots of Russian lifestyles.
194'- JFK's address.
252'- Various shots of university life, UN, Einstein, Adlai Stevenson, NATO, and Berlin Wall.
321'- JFK's address
329'- Shots of victims of war.
356 '- JFK's address.
361'- Last picture (END).
367'- Credits.
367'- Last picture frame.